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Unlawful killings in Gaza City 

OHCHR OPT has received disturbing information alleging that Israeli Defence Forces 
(IDF) summarily killed at least 11 unarmed Palestinian men in front of their family 
members in Al Remal neighbourhood, Gaza City, which raises alarm about 
the possible commission of a war crime. This comes in the wake 
of earlier allegations concerning the deliberate targeting and killing of civilians at the 
hands of Israeli forces. 	
		
The Israeli authorities must immediately institute an independent, thorough and 
effective investigation into these allegations, and if found to be substantiated, those 
responsible must be brought to justice and measures implemented to prevent any 
such serious violations from recurring.	
		
On 19 December 2023, between 2000 and 2300 hours, IDF reportedly surrounded and 
raided Al Awda building, also known as the “Annan building”, in Al Remal 
neighborhood, Gaza City, where three related families were sheltering in addition to 
Annan family. According to witness accounts circulated by media sources and Euro-
Med Human Rights Monitor, while in control of the building and the civilians sheltering 
there, the IDF allegedly separated the men from the women and children, and then shot 
and killed at least 11 of the men, mostly aged in their late 20’s and early 30’s, in front 
of their family members. The IDF then allegedly ordered the women and children into 
a room, and either shot at them or threw a grenade into the room, reportedly seriously 
injuring some of them, including an infant and a child. OHCHR has confirmed the 
killings at Al Awdabuilding, although the details and circumstances of the killings are 
still under verification. IDF has not released any information on the incident.	
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